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Abstract

This paper presents a study on the performance of intrusion-tolerant protocols in wireless LANs. The pro-
tocols are evaluated in several different environmental settings, and also within the context of a car platooning
application for distributed cruise control. The experimental evaluation reveals how performance is affected by
the various environmental parameters such as the wireless standard, group size, and network topology. The
distributed cruise control application demonstrates the practicability of such protocols, even when subjected to
malicious faults.
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1 Introduction

The evolution of wireless communications over the past decade – 1997 marksthe release of the 802.11 standard –

has had a profound impact on the way we look at distributed systems. The pace at which wireless standards have

been progressing promises a global world of interconnected mobile devices where they can be constantly connected

to large infrastructural networks (e.g., the Internet) or may spontaneously form ad-hoc islands of networks among

them to meet some immediate need. The 802.11 family of Wireless LAN standards takes much of the responsibility

for this ‘wireless revolution’. Wireless LANs offer splendid opportunitiesbut also create additional challenges.

Notwithstanding the well-known problems regarding the protection of the communications [9, 15], there is also to

consider the ‘open’ nature of the many services they promise to deliver, where malicious adversaries may wish to

intrude.

This is where the concept ofintrusion tolerance fits. Arising from the intersection of two classical areas

of computer science –fault tolerance and security – its philosophy is to guarantee continuity in correct system
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behavior even if some of its components fail in unpredictable ways, perhaps even falling under the control of an

intelligent adversary [12, 22, 17]. This approach contrasts with the typical way of dealing with intrusions which is

to exclusively prevent them, i.e., to avoid successful attacks at all costs.

Intrusion tolerant protocols have been used in past for several applications, including reliable communication,

consensus and voting, and state machine replication [20, 16, 5, 4]. A fewof these protocols have been implemented,

however, their evaluation has been limited to standard (wired) LANs and WANs. The system models under which

they operate give an indication that these protocols were not designed withwireless needs in mind (e.g., they

assume that nodes are fully-connected). Therefore, very little is knownabout the behavior of the protocols in

wireless environments. Namely, it is unknown how well they will adapt to the distinctive characteristics of wireless

networks, such as potentially lower bandwidths, higher failure rates and increased contention in communication

medium. Additionally, the kinds of devices that are many times utilized in these environments also have distinctive

characteristics, for instance limited power supply and lower CPU capabilities,which most probably will impact on

the performance of the protocols.

In this paper, we want to understand how well existing protocols can support the execution of intrusion-tolerant

applications in wireless LANs. To contextualize our research, we have considered a particular application with

demanding requirements – acar platooning service fordistributed cruise control. In simple terms, the service

is responsible for exchanging information in order to automatically control a group of vehicles traveling close

together to some common destination (e.g., a set of trucks transporting a load across country). This application is

quite interesting because it has some requisites both in terms of time and security:for example, velocity should be

adjusted within a reasonable interval if a car wants to increase or decrease speed; and, correct behavior needs to be

preserved even if external or internal attacks occur.

We developed an algorithm which implements thespeed agreement operations of the distributed cruise con-

trol application. This algorithm is built using the services of an existing stack of intrusion-tolerant protocols for

group communication – RITAS [19]. The services provided by the RITAS are particulary interesting because first

they tolerate arbitrary (or Byzantine) failures, and second they are builtfor an asynchronous system model. This

synchrony model avoids all time dependencies, making the protocols immune to attacks in the domain of time

(e.g., attacks which artificially delay some parts of the system). Moreover, it iswell-suited for the considered en-

vironment because under certain conditions wireless networks are essentially untimely (e.g., noisy environments).

RITAS offers several flavors of broadcast and consensus protocols, and copes with the FLP impossibility result for

asynchronous systems by resorting to randomization[11].

Both the distributed control application and its supporting protocols are evaluated under several environmental
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settings. With the intention of not losing sight of the broader goal of the paper (i.e., to measure the feasibility

of intrusion tolerance in wireless networks), the experiments were made using hardware with capabilities similar

to what is expected to be found in automobiles (low-end personal computers), and with hardware that is typically

utilized in wireless networks in general (Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)devices). For purpose of this investigation

a subset of the RITAS protocols had to be ported from Linux to the WindowsMobile platform. This task ended up

being more difficult than expected due to differences in the thread management of Windows Mobile, and because

of the limited support for some of the cryptographic operations.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no other study on intrusion-tolerant agreement protocols in wireless

networks. There has been an important track of research on routing protocols for wireless ad-hoc networks that

can be considered to be intrusion-tolerant, since they aim to tolerate routing misbehavior of some of the nodes.

Two surveys are in [14, 1]. There is also one work on intrusion-tolerant broadcast in that kind of networks [10].

More recently, there has been research on crash fault-tolerant consensus protocols for wireless networks, presenting

conditions for solvability, tradeoffs and efficient algorithms [6, 7, 23, 2,13].

The paper has the following main contributions: it provides a general evaluation of intrusion-tolerant protocols

in wireless networks; it proposes an algorithm for the speed agreement operations of a distributed cruise control,

presenting the respective implementation and performance evaluation; it presents the first implementation and

experimental evaluation of intrusion-tolerant protocols using mobile devicessuch as PDAs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains distributed cruise control. Section 3 describes

the used system model. A speed agreement algorithm for distributed cruise control is described in Section 4.

Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 6 concludesthe paper.

2 Distributed Cruise Control

Classical cruise control is a system designed to automatically control the speed of a vehicle. The driver sets a

speed, and the system assumes automatic control of the throttle of the vehicle.The same speed is maintained

despite changes in road conditions (e.g., inclinations).

Distributed cruise control is an extension of this functionality for platoons. Aplatoon is a tightly spaced vehicle

group formation, and is aimed at improved highway efficiency (e.g., lane throughput, fuel consumption, etc.) and

passenger comfort as much as possible. In the context of this work, a platoon is defined as a group of vehicles on a

highway traveling at close distances from each other and heading to some common destination. This is the case, for

instance, of platoons of heavy-duty freight trucks, which travel together from the departure to the arrival point [25].
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The main difference between classical cruise control and distributed cruise control is that instead of having

each vehicle defining its speed individually, the platoon members communicate in awireless ad-hoc environment

in order too agree on a common speed. Once chosen, this baseline speed isenforced by all vehicles, though not

strictly. Vehicles are allowed to deviate from this baseline speed in order to maintain safe distances from each other.

Strict safety falls outside the scope of this work. Given the openness of the environment, and the uncertainty

of communication delay, it must be ensured by other means (e.g., automatic breaking based on sensor information

embedded in vehicles). Nevertheless, it is assumed that the priority of a vehicle is to keep safe distances from the

other vehicles, and this overrides any speed value previously agreed upon. In fact, maintaining the baseline speed

is best-effort only. These safety distances are expressed as the minimumdistance (∆min) to the front vehicle and

the maximum distance (∆max) to the follower vehicle, as shown in Figure 1. The former ensures that, given known

values for the current speed of a vehicle and the message transmission delay, a vehicle will never collide with the

preceding one. The latter ensures that a vehicle will not get too far apart from the follower one, as a means to ensure

network connectivity. It is assumed that the vehicles know these distance values and are able to maintain them at

all times during the platoon operation.

min
∆

max
∆

 

Figure 1: Safety distances between vehicles.

This paper presents an algorithm that solves thespeed agreement problem. It is designed as a service that can

be used by a sophisticated distributed cruise control application to reach agreement on a baseline speed.

The speed agreement algorithm is arranged at the top of a protocol stackas depicted in Figure 2. The protocols

below the speed agreement are used as primitives by this algorithm. Vector consensus allows processes (or vehicles)

to propose values and agree on vector composed by a subset of these values. Multi-valued consensus allows
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processes to agree on a value from an arbitrary domain. Below is a binaryconsensus protocol. This protocol, being

the simplest form of consensus, is where randomization is applied to circumvent the FLP result. With it, processes

can agree on a binary value. At the bottom, there are two broadcast primitives. Reliable broadcast ensures that a

broadcasted value is received by every process, and echo broadcast ensures that no two processes receive a different

value.

Reliable 
Broadcast

Echo 
Broadcast

Binary Consensus

Multi-valued Consensus

Vector Consensus

Car Platooning

Figure 2: Protocol stack.

3 System model

This section defines the system model for the distributed cruise control application. It applies to the speed agreement

protocol and to all the protocols below in the stack (see Figure 2).

A platoon is formed by a group ofn vehicles (also calledprocesses or nodes) P = {p1, p2, ...pn}, where

n ≥ 4. It is assumed that a platoon is formed at some departure point and travels together to some arrival point.

Split and merge maneuvers are outside the scope of our problem and are not considered for simplification.

Only vehicles belonging to the platoon can participate in the execution of the protocols. Nevertheless, some

members of the platoon may be either ill-intentioned or corrupted by external entities. A vehicle is said to becorrect

if its follow the protocols until arrival. Otherwise, it is said to becorrupt. The only assumption on the behavior of

corrupt vehicles/processes is that they follow the principle of no self-harm. This means that a vehicle cannot force

its collision with other vehicles or take any action representing danger to its occupants, either by means of explicit

car control (e.g., sudden breaking or acceleration) or transmission of incorrect information. They can, however,

force collisions between other vehicles, or take any action they like to disrupt the correct operation of the platoon.

There is a limit to the number corrupt vehicles that can exist in a platoon. In a platoon withn vehicles, at most

f = ⌊n−1

3
⌋ of them can be corrupt.
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Correct processes are assumed to be fully-connected byauthenticated reliable channels that provide authen-

ticity, reliability and integrity. Authenticity means that the recipient of a message knows who was the sender,

reliability means that messages are eventually received, and integrity means that messages are delivered without

modifications.

There are no assumptions about time whatsoever, meaning that there are nobounds to the processing times or

communication delays. Hence, the system is completely asynchronous.

Each pair of vehicles(pi, pj) shares a secret keysij . It is out of the scope of this work to present a solution

for distributing these keys, but it may require a trusted dealer or some kind of key distribution protocol based on

public-key cryptography. Nevertheless, this is normally performed before the execution of the protocols and does

not interfere with their performance.

Each process has access to a random bit generator that returns unbiased bits observable only by the process (if

the process is correct).

Some protocols use acollision-resistant hash function H(m) that maps an arbitrarily length inputm into a

fixed length output. We assume that it is impossible (1) to find two valuesm 6= m′ such thatH(m) = H(m′), and,

(2) given a certain output, to find an input that produces that output. Theoutput of the function is often calleda

hash.

4 Speed Agreement Algorithm

This section presents the speed agreement algorithm for intrusion-tolerant distributed cruise control, and the sup-

porting protocols. It allows vehicles inside a platoon to agree on a common baseline speed even if some of them

attempt to thwart the correct platoon operation. The chosen baseline speed can be obtained using two different

approaches, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive: a leader-based strategy, and a decentralized strategy.

Leader-based strategy. One of the platoon members, which is not necessarily the car at the head of the platoon,

is defined a priori to be the leader, and disseminates the target speed to the rest of the platoon.

For this strategy, the challenge, in terms of safety, is to ensure that the leader reliably disseminates the speed

value. The leader itself can be malicious, this means that mechanisms must be in place that keep the leader from

disseminating contradictory speed values to different members of the platoon. It also must be ensured that all

members of the platoon eventually receive the target speed value and are not left in the dark since this could

seriously affect convergence to a stable situation.

We want to guarantee that the information disseminated by the leader is delivered by all vehicles, it is not
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contradictory, and it is actually originated by the leader. Areliable broadcast protocol solves this problem since it

ensures that every process receives the broadcasted value.

Decentralized strategy. Every member proposes a target speed, and an agreement protocol is executed to decide,

based on or among the proposed values, a value to be used by all platoon members.

This second approach is potentially more immune to the scenario where some vehicle cannot guarantee the

chosen speed. Since the decision is based upon the proposals from all members, it can, for instance, be the slowest

car (under certain limits) to determine the target speed. It has to be ensuredthat the vehicles actually decide on

the same speed, even if some of them try to disrupt this procedure by, for instance, disseminating contradictory

proposals.

There are two protocols that, in essence, solve this problem: multi-valued consensus and vector consensus.

Multi-valued consensus allows processes to decide on a value among the proposed ones.Vector consensus allows

processes to agree on a vector composed by a subset of the proposedvalues. The latter is preferable since it provides

more flexibility to the platooning application. It is preferable for the application tohave access to a common vector

composed by the proposals from the vehicles where it can apply some deterministic function to obtain to target

speed (e.g., the lowest value, or the most common value), instead of being tieddown to the single value returned

by a multi-valued consensus protocol. For this reason, vector consensus is used by this strategy.

The algorithm. The speed agreement algorithm will apply both strategies complementarily. There will be a

predefined leader – the car at the head of the platoon – that will set the target speed. In case some vehicle is unable

to apply the stipulated speed, it can demand a decentralized agreement by having the vehicles execute a vector

consensus. It is assumed that if, after a decentralized decision, a vehicle is unable to enforce the target speed, some

kind of mechanism (e.g., manual intervention) ejects the car from the platoon.This procedure is, however, outside

the scope of our application. The speed agreement algorithm works as follows:

1. The leader reliably broadcasts the new target speed.

2. All vehicles that can so, assume the new target speed.

3. If any vehicle cannot assume the new target speed, it reliably broadcasts a message stating so.

4. Upon receiving this message, all vehicles initiate a vector consensus.

5. The new target speed is obtained by applying a deterministic function on thedecision vector.

6. All vehicles assume this new target speed, no exceptions.
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The following subsections describe the supporting protocols, bottom-up, for the speed agreement algorithm.

These have been previously described in the literature, and are presented here briefly for self-containment.

4.1 Reliable and Echo Broadcast

Thereliable broadcast protocol ensures that, upon a broadcast, all correct processes either deliver the same message

or no message at all.Echo broadcast is a weaker, but more efficient, version of reliable broadcast. In the case where

the sender is corrupt, it does not guarantee that all correct processes will deliver the message. It only ensures that

the subset of correct processes that deliver, will do it for the same message.

The implemented reliable broadcast protocol was originally proposed in [3]. It starts with sender broadcasting

an (INITIAL, m) message. When a process receives this message, it broadcasts an (ECHO,m) message, and waits

for ⌊n+f
2

⌋ + 1 such messages to arrive. It then transmits a (READY,m) message, and waits for2f + 1 such

messages to deliverm. The implementedecho broadcast primitive was originally proposed in [21] and is similar

to the reliable broadcast protocol. The difference is that it does not require the READY messages, and it waits for

n+f
2

ECHO messages to deliverm.

4.2 Binary Consensus

Two distinct randomized binary consensus protocols were implemented. A local coin protocol that has a high time

and communication complexity but avoids the use of expensive cryptography, and a shared coin protocol (SCP)

that has a low time and communication complexity but uses several asymmetric cryptographic primitives. These

protocols were subject to an experimental comparison in (wired) EthernetLANs in a previous paper [18].

Bracha’s Local Coin Protocol. This protocol was originally proposed in [3]. It proceeds in rounds and exchanges

O(n3) messages per round. The expected number of rounds until termination is2n−f .

Each round starts with the processes reliably broadcasting their proposals. The processes wait forn − f

proposals and reliably broadcast a new proposal that reflects the majority of the values previously received. Again,

they wait forn − f proposals, and if more than half of the received values are equal, they reliably broadcast that

value. Otherwise, they reliably broadcast an undefined value⊥. Finally, the processes wait forn− f messages and

make a decision if at least2f + 1 messages have the same valuev 6=⊥. Otherwise, if at leastf + 1 messages have

the same valuev 6=⊥, then a new round is initiated withv as the initial proposal. If none of the previous conditions

apply, then a random bit is chosen and is used as the initial proposal for the new round.
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ABBA Shared Coin Protocol. This protocol was proposed in [4]. It exchangesO(n2) messages per round

and reaches a decision in 1 or 2 rounds with high probability. The protocolmakes extensive use of asymmetric

cryptography to ensure the correctness of the execution. It uses a different system model than the one presented

in Section 3: a slightly different reliable channel definition, and two cryptographic primitives – dual threshold

signatures, and a threshold coin-tossing scheme. The reliable channels only need to provide the reliability property

(i.e., that messages are eventually received) between every pair of correct processes. The integrity of the messages

is guaranteed by the use of public-key signatures inside the protocol itself, which also serves to justify the proposals

of the individual processes.

The protocol proceeds in rounds where each rounds begins with the processes transmitting their preferred

proposal to the others. Upon receivedn − f such messages, processes set their new proposal tov ∈ {0, 1} if the

received messages were unanimous onv. Otherwise the new proposal is set toabstain. Processes transmit this new

proposal and wait forn − f such messages. If they are unanimous, the processes can make a decision. Otherwise,

each process generates a share of a threshold coin, transmits it to all other processes, and a new round is initiated.

The preferred proposal for the new round is set as follows: if a message with valuev distinct fromabstain has

been received, the preference is set tov; otherwise, the threshold coin is assembled from a quorum of shares and

its value set as the new preference.

4.3 Multi-valued Consensus

Multi-valued consensus allows processes to propose and decide on a value with an arbitrary domain. Depending on

the proposals, the decision is either one of the proposed values or a default value⊥/∈ V. The implemented protocol

is the from the RITAS protocol stack [19] which in turn is adapted from [8]. It uses the the underlyingreliable

broadcast, echo broadcast, andbinary consensus protocols.

The protocol start with every process reliably broadcasting its initial proposalv in a (INIT, v) message. The

processes then wait forn − f INIT messages and store the received values in a vectorV . If a process receives

n− 2f messages with the same valuev, it echo-broadcasts a (VECT,v, V ) message (the vectorV serves to justify

the proposed valuev). Otherwise, it echo-broadcasts a default value⊥. They wait forn−f messages, and ifn−2f

messages have the same valuev 6=⊥ and all remaining messages are⊥, then it proposes 1 for a binary consensus

execution. Otherwise it proposes 0. If the binary consensus returns 0, the process decides on the default value⊥. If

the binary consensus returns 1, the process waits until it receivesn − 2f valid VECT messages (if it has not done

so) with the same valuev and then it decides on that value.
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4.4 Vector Consensus

Vector consensus allows processes to agree on a vector with a subset of the proposed values. It ensures that every

correct process decides on the same vectorV of sizen; if a processpi is correct, then the vector elementV [i] is

either the value proposed bypi or the default value⊥, and at leastf + 1 elements ofV were proposed by correct

processes. The implemented protocol is the one described in [8], which usesreliable broadcast andmulti-valued

consensus as underlying primitives.

The protocol starts by reliably broadcasting a message containing the proposed value by the process and setting

the round numberri to 0. The protocol then proceeds in up tof rounds until a decision is reached. Each round

proceeds as follows. A process waits untiln − f + ri messages have been received and constructs a vectorWi

of sizen with the received values. The indexes of the vector for which a message has not been received have the

value⊥. The vectorWi is proposed as input for themulti-valued consensus. If it decides on a valueVi 6=⊥, then

the process decidesVi. Otherwise, the round numberri is incremented and a new round is initiated.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of the protocol stack of Figure 2 in802.11 wireless LANs. First, the

supporting protocols – reliable and echo broadcast through vector consensus – are evaluated independently via a

set of micro-benchmarks. The experiments gauge the protocols in a numberof environmental settings that are

modeled as system parameters. This gives an insight into the impact of the various wireless environments on the

performance of the protocols. Second, the speed agreement algorithm isevaluated under various types of faults that

are injected into the stack to assess the resistance of the application in hostile environments.

5.1 Testbeds

The experiments were carried out on two different testbeds,tb-emulab andtb-pda.

The first,tb-emulab, was formed by 11 nodes from the Emulab network testbed [24]. Each node was a Pentium

III PC with 600 MHz of clock speed and 256 MB of RAM, and contained a 802.11 a/b/g D-Link DWL-AG530

WLAN interface card, which was able to operate as an access point (AP). The operating system running on these

nodes was Redhat Linux 9 with kernel version 2.3.34. The nodes were located on the same physical cluster and

were, at most, a few meters distant from each other.

The second testbed,tb-pda, was formed by 7 HP hw6915 PDAs. These PDAs were equipped with an Intel

PXA270 416 MHz processor, 64 MB of SDRAM, and integrated 802.11b WLAN. The operating system was
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Windows Mobile 5. The experiments were taken with the PDAs placed on the sametable a few centimeters apart

from each other. The access point used in this testbed was an Asus WL-320gE 802.11 b/g.

5.2 Implementation

The broadcast and consensus protocols were taken from the RITAS suite, which provides an implementation for

Linux. These protocols were then ported to the Windows Mobile platform. Thecar platooning application was

then developed for both platforms on top of the existing protocols. The reliable channels were implemented by the

use of TCP for reliability, and the IPSec Authentication Header protocol for integrity.

RITAS was originally implemented in C and compiled in gcc in Linux. Although only wired LANs were

assumed, there was no need of changes to run it with wireless networks in PCs with Linux (testbedtb-emulab).

However, to test it with PDAs (testbedtb-pda), we had to port most RITAS code to Windows mobile. These proto-

cols were developed in Visual Studio using C++, and were debugged with one process running in Visual Studio’s

PocketPC emulator and the remaining processes in Linux virtual machines running the Linux version of RITAS.

This allowed a more seamless debugging process and ensured interoperability between both implementations. The

main challenge in porting the protocols was concerned with the mutual exclusioncode, since the Windows Mobile

semantics for multi-threading is considerably different from POSIX threads in Linux.

5.3 Experimental Methodology

This section describes the methodology used in the experiments to evaluate the performance of the protocols. It

defines the performance metric, the environmental system parameters, andthe conduction of the experiments.

The performance metric utilized in the experiments was thelatency. This metric is always relative to a partic-

ular processpi. In the case of the consensus protocols, it is denoted as the interval of timebetween the moment

pi proposes a value to a consensus execution, and the momentpi decides the consensus value. In the case of the

broadcast protocols (and the speed agreement algorithm), it is the interval of time between the moment the sender

(or leader) process, saypi, initiates the execution of the protocol, and the momentpi delivers the broadcasted value

(or accepts a speed value).

The environmental system parameters are configurable parameters of thesystem that define specific execution

environments. These are thegroup size, thewireless standard and network bandwidth, and thenetwork topology.

Thegroup size defines the number of processesn in the system, and in our case it can take three values: 4, 7, and

10. Thewireless standard and network bandwidth defines the amendment to the 802.11 WLAN standard used, and

intrinsically defines the amount of bandwidth available in the network. Three WLAN standard are used: 802.11a,
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802.11b, and 802.11g. The 802.11a and 802.11g standards provide 54Mb/s bandwidth, and 802.11b provides 11

Mb/s. Thenetwork topology defines the way the network nodes communicate with each other. There are two types

of network topology: ad-hoc and infrastructure. In the ad-hoc network topology the nodes communicate directly

with each other with no access points. In the infrastructure network topology, all nodes communicate through an

access point (AP). This kind of topology can also make sense in the context of car platooning since the vehicles

may also communicate through a roadside infrastructural network.

The conduction of the experiments was carried out the following way. A signaling machine, which does

not participate in the execution of the protocols, is selected to conduct the experiment. It repeats the following

procedurem times: it broadcasts a 1-byte UDP message to then processes involved in the experiment. When

a processes receives one of these messages, it executes whatever protocol is relevant for the current experiment

(the information about which protocol to execute is carried within the 1-byte UDP message). Processes record

the latency value as described above, and send a 1-byte UDP message to the signaling machine indicating the

termination of the execution of the protocol. The signaling machine, upon receiving n such messages, waits five

seconds, and recommences the procedure. Theaverage latency is obtained by taking the mean value of the sample

of measured values.

5.4 Micro-benchmarks

The micro-benchmarks are a set of experiments that aim to access the impactof the several environmental settings

on the performance of the protocols. This section presents four micro-benchmarks that evaluate specific settings.

The first analyzes the impact of the wireless standard with different group sizes. The second, the effects of the

computational capability of the processes. The third, the impact of the network topology. Finally, the fourth focuses

on the binary consensus protocols. These protocols are interesting to look in more detail since they are the only

ones that employ randomization, and do so using different strategies. In all the experiments, the message payload

size of the broadcast and consensus protocols was set to 100 bytes. The only exception is binary consensus where

1-byte payloads are used (since the protocol only deals with binary values it does not make sense to have larger

payloads). Except for Section 5.4.4, where is presented an explicit comparison between the two binary consensus

protocols, the evaluated protocol is always Bracha’s binary consensus.

5.4.1 Wireless Standard and Group Size

This micro-benchmark evaluates the performance impact of both the wirelessstandard and the group size. The used

testbed wastb-emulab. The network topology was set to infrastructure with one of the nodes acting exclusively
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802.11b (ms) 802.11g (ms) 802.11a (ms)
n = 4 n = 7 n = 10 n = 4 n = 7 n = 10 n = 4 n = 7 n = 10

Reliable broadcast 20.2 72.4 219.2 8.3 24.7 62.5 7.7 23.4 50.6
Binary Consensus 42.6 292.7 832.8 18.2 92.6 326.3 17.1 73.3 310.8

Multi-valued consensus 178.4 1581.7 4678.9 79.9 564.6 1608.1 73.1 438.8 1340.5
Vector consensus 259.9 2078.3 6234.1 109.3 879.9 2504.6 94.8 720.4 1828.5

Table 1: Latency measurements in milliseconds for the various protocols given different wireless standards and
group sizes in testbedtb-emulab in infrastructure mode.

as an access point. All possible wireless standard and group size settingswere tested. The tested protocols were

reliable broadcast, Bracha’s binary consensus, multi-valued consensus, and vector consensus.

Table 1 shows the obtained measurements. The relative cost of the protocols can be easily observed. It is

completely congruent with their interdependencies within the stack. The greatest gap is from the binary consensus

to the multi-valued consensus and is justified by the large messages the multi-valued consensus has to reliably

broadcast to justify the proposed values [8]. The gaps from the reliablebroadcast to the binary consensus, and from

the multi-valued consensus to the vector consensus are smaller and directly related with the overhead incurred from

the respective upper-layer protocols.

The performance impact of the wireless standard is mainly a consequence of the available bandwidth. The

experiments with 802.11b (11 Mb/s) were significantly slower than the ones with802.11g and 802.11a (54Mb/s).

A reliable broadcast with four processes takes 8.3 ms on a 802.11g network, while on a 802.11b network this more

than doubled to 20.2 ms. This pattern is roughly observed for all the experiments, while the difference becomes

slightly more accentuated with larger group sizes.

Another interesting result is that the values obtained in the 802.11a experiments were consistently lower than

the ones obtained in 802.11g despite both standards being capable of achieving the same bandwidth. This difference

is modest for the cheaper protocols and smaller group sizes. For instance, a reliable broadcast with four processes

costs 8.3 ms in 802.11g, and 7.7 ms in 802.11a, an almost negligible difference.However, as the protocols become

more expensive and the group size increases (i.e., the network becomes more stressed), this difference becomes

substantial. For vector consensus with ten processes, the cost is 2504.6ms in 802.11g, and 1828.5 ms in 802.11a,

which is a considerable difference.

5.4.2 Computational Capability

The second set of experiments measure how the computational capability of the individual nodes affects the per-

formance of the protocols. To attain this goal, both testbeds were configured with the same system parameters:

the wireless standard was set to 802.11b, the group size to 4 and 7 processes, and the network topology to ad-hoc
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mode. The computational capability in this contexts refers not just to the processing power of the CPU, but the

whole local environment where the protocols are executed (e.g., hardware, drivers, operating system).
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Figure 3: Average latency in 802.11b ad-hoc network for both testbeds.

The obtained measurements are presented in Figure 3. From the charts it is clear that the computational

characteristics of the individual nodes greatly affects the performanceof the protocols. There is always a significant

gap between the two testbeds for all the experiments. The average latency roughly doubles fromtb-emulab to tb-

pda, except for binary consensus where the difference is much greater.

In both testbeds it is observed that, at some point, a larger gap exists from one protocol to another. Intb-

pda this happens from reliable broadcast to binary consensus, and intb-emulab from binary consensus to multi-

valued consensus. Being the system parameters equal for both testbeds, one must assume that it is the limited

computational capability of the nodes intb-pda that is responsible for the gap observed from reliable broadcast to

binary consensus.

For testbedtb-emulab, the gap from binary consensus to multi-valued consensus is congruentwith the mes-

sages the latter protocol has to exchange, and was already observed inthe benchmark from Section 5.4.1. What

is interesting to note is that the average latency measured intb-pda gets progressively closer to that measured in

pda-emulab as the cost of the protocols increase. What happens is that another degradation factor comes into play:

the network bandwidth. So, as the communication cost of the protocols increase, the performance bottleneck shifts

from the computational capability of the nodes to the network bandwidth. This iswhy the gap between the two

testbeds tends to decrease as more stress is put on the network.
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5.4.3 Network Topology

This section looks at how the network topology of wireless networks impacts the performance of the protocols. For

this experiment measurements were taken in testbedtb-pda with 802.11b networks for both ad-hoc and infrastruc-

ture. The group size was set to 4 and 7 processes.
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Figure 4: Average latency fortb-pda with 4 and 7 processes.

The measurements are depicted in Figure 4. The observation is that the operation in infrastructure mode does

have a significant impact on performance. It introduces an additional delay into the communication between the

processes since all data must be relayed through the AP.

The performance penalty in infrastructure mode remains essentially the same across all protocols despite their

relative cost. Around 3 times with four processes, and 4 times with seven processes. For instance, in testbedtb-pda,

a multi-valued consensus with four processes took 320 ms on average in ad-hoc mode, and 952 ms in infrastructure

mode. With seven processes, it took 2555 ms in ad-hoc mode, and 10062 ms ininfrastructure mode. So, a larger

group also emphasizes a bit the degradation brought up by the presenceof the AP.

These results demonstrate the high sensitivity these protocols have to the network latency, even more than the

bandwidth, because of the large number of communication steps involved.

5.4.4 Binary Consensus Comparison

This section performs a more in-depth analysis of a key protocol in the stack: binary consensus. It compares the

two different implementations of the protocol and presents some considerations about the performability of the two

strategies employed by the protocols – one depends on the heavy use of public-key cryptography, and the other

on abundant message exchanges. For these experiments testbedtb-emulab was used, and the following system
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parameters were tested: the group size for 4, 7, and 10 processes; thewireless standard for 802.11b, and 802.11g;

and the network topology for ad-hoc, and infrastructure.

Given the features of the protocols it was expected for the Bracha protocol to outperform the ABBA proto-

col given more favorable network conditions, and to exist a certain point,as network conditions degrade, where

the ABBA strategy would pay off to the point of being faster than the Brachaprotocol. Figure 5 presents the

measurements observed for the various environmental settings tested.
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Figure 5: Average latency for binary consensus protocols intb-emulab.

The results confirm the expectations. The upper-left chart shows the measurements for the best network con-

figuration (802.11g and ad-hoc), where the Bracha protocol is clearlyfaster than ABBA, even for a group size of

ten processes – 95 ms against 290 ms, respectively. In remaining charts where the network conditions are not so

good – either there is an AP or the standard is 802.11b, or both – there is a point from which ABBA outperforms

Bracha. For the upper-right (802.11b and adhoc) and lower-left (802.11g and AP) charts this happens when the

group size is ten, and for the lower-right chart (802.11b and AP), which is the worst network configuration, this

happens atn = 7. The conclusion is that Bracha is much faster with few processes and “good” network conditions,

but it quickly degrades with the network capacity up to a point where the ABBA protocol, being more resilient to

the network limitations, becomes faster.
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5.5 Speed Agreement Algorithm

This section evaluates the speed agreement algorithm from Section 4. The application is evaluated in both testbeds

and several scenarios are considered where the application is subjectto various types of faults and different behav-

iors from the vehicles.

For testbedtb-emulab, two configurations are used, both with four nodes: one with a 802.11g ad-hoc network,

and another with a 802.11g ad-hoc network. Fortb-pda, the same number of nodes is used, but only on a 802.11b

ad-hoc network. On both testbeds, the chosen binary consensus protocol is the local coin protocol. The application

is evaluated under three types of faultloads, and two distinct vehicle behaviors.

The three faultloads are normal, silent, and Byzantine. In thenormal faultload, the vehicles follow the protocol

correctly until termination. In the silent faultload, one of the vehicles does not communicate with the others. Finally,

in the Byzantine faultload,f of the vehicles try their best to disrupt the execution of the platooning application.

This is done at the binary consensus and multi-valued consensus protocols. At the binary consensus, they always

propose zero, trying to force the processes to decide on this value. Thishas the effect of the multi-valued consensus

to return a default value⊥, which in turn forces the vector consensus to execute another round. At the multi-valued

consensus layer, they always propose the default value both the INITand VECT messages, trying to force the

processes to decide on the default value. The goal is also to force the vector consensus into another round.

The vehicle behavior is related to the way vehicles react to the speed agreement algorithm, and it can be either

cooperative or contentious. In the cooperative behavior, all the vehicles accept the proposal ofthe leader. In the

contentious behavior, one of the vehicles disagrees with the value proposed by the leader and forces a decentralized

agreement.

Table 5.5 presents the results for all the possible combinations between faultload and vehicle behavior. The

first observation is that the contentious behavior imposes a significant performance penalty. For instance, in testbed

tb-pda (802.11b), an execution with cooperative behavior takes an average of 41.30 ms, and 715.45 ms with con-

tentious behavior. This result was expected given that the contentious behavior forces extra reliable broadcast and

vector consensus executions. Even with this performance penalty, it is very interesting to note that the protocol can

be executed quite fast in typical 802.11g network with moderately aged hardware. The executions with cooperative

behavior intb-emulab took around 3-4 ms in average, and around 60 ms with contentious behavior. These are

promising results, specially considering that none of the protocols were optimized for wireless networks.

The observations about the wireless standard and the testbed impact are just confirmations of the results ob-

tained in the previous sections. The testbedtb-emulab is faster thantb-pda under the same environmental conditions

(802.11b and ad-hoc), and the 802.11g results are much better than the 802.11b.
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Vehicle behavior
Testbed/Standard Faultload Cooperative (ms) Contentious (ms)

tb-pda/802.11b
normal 41.30 715.45
silent 29.24 501.11

Byzantine 42.07 714.98

tb-emulab/802.11g
normal 4.21 64.31
silent 3.81 57.09

Byzantine 4.64 64.47

tb-emulab/802.11b
normal 32.71 579.54
silent 24.80 407.72

Byzantine 31.99 581.21

Table 2: Average latency for the speed agreement protocol in different testbeds with different vehicle behaviors and
faultloads (ad-hoc mode).

The measurements about the faultload yield some interesting results. Thesilent faultload made the executions

faster than thenormal faultload. When one of the vehicles ceases communication, it alleviates the transmission

medium, leaving more bandwidth available, and making the executions faster. Another interesting result is that

the Byzantine failures did not had a noticeable impact on the performance ofthe algorithm. The resilience of the

protocols extended to their performance, and confirms that the randomization techniques employed are not affected

by Byzantine faults in terms of liveness, unlike most other approaches.

5.5.1 Feasibility of the Speed Agreement Algorithm

Despite the fact that many parameters would have to be taken into account to build a more complete control-

based solution for a platooning application, we can reason about the possible impact of the communication delays

affecting the behavior of the platoon. In particular, it is important to understand if the typical magnitude of protocol

execution delays are adequate for this application.

To do that, let us consider a simple case, in which the platoon is stable and, at some point, the leader vehicle

slows down, reducing its speed by 40 Km/h (we can assume this is done instantaneously). At this point, a new

agreement would be started to propagate the new speed to all other vehicles. Clearly, there is a time bound after

which the agreement result is useless, because the follower car would have approached too much and some safety

mechanism would have been triggered to prevent a possible collision. Therefore, to ensure a smooth adaptation,

the agreement protocol must terminate reasonably fast. But how fast?

For the mentioned speed reduction, the follower car will approach the leader at about 40 Km/h, that is, 11 m/s.

Therefore, if some control algorithm to be executed by the vehicles is configured to stabilize with an inter-vehicle

distance of about 15 meters, this would mean that a one second delay would be allowed for the agreement protocol

execution, while keeping a safety distance margin of about 4 meters. This provides a rough idea of the values that
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would be in place when considering this platooning application, showing that our results are in the general case

well within these margins. Consequently, it seems possible to consider intrusion-tolerant solutions in this context.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a performance evaluation of randomized intrusion-tolerant agreement protocols in 802.11 wire-

less networks, and the application and evaluation of these protocols in a carplatooning application scenario subject

to various types of faultloads. The following points summarize some important results obtained in these evalua-

tions:

• The measurements taken in 802.11a/g networks (54 Mb/s) were considerably better than the ones taken in

802.11b (11 Mb/s), showing how the available bandwidth can affect the performance of the protocols.

• The execution of the protocols is slightly but consistently faster in 802.11a against 802.11g. Despite both

being capable of achieving the same maximum data rate, the typical data rate is higher in 802.11a networks.

• The computational capability of the individual processes can representa significant performance bottleneck.

Nevertheless, as the cost of the protocols increase and more stress is put on the network, this bottleneck tends

to shift from the computational capability to the network bandwidth.

• The introduction of an access point, and the consequential relay of all communication through it, imposes a

general performance penalty on the protocols. The protocols are highlysensitivity to the network delays.

• Bracha’s binary consensus is faster than ABBA binary consensus when the network conditions are better

(i.e., higher bandwidth, lower latency). Nevertheless, there is a point, as network conditions degrade, at

which ABBA outperforms Bracha’s.

The car platooning application in particular shows that these protocols can be applied in practical settings.

Given relatively old hardware (Pentium III PCs) and a typical 802.11g ad-hoc network, the speed agreement algo-

rithm can be executed between four vehicles in a matter of a few milliseconds (3-4 ms) in normal conditions, and

around 60 milliseconds if some car forces a decentralized agreement. Otherinteresting results to retain from the

car platooning application pertain to the protocol behavior with faults. If somecar does not communicate, the pro-

tocols actually execute faster. Additionally, the performance is unaffectedeven if some vehicle attempts to actively

disrupt the execution of the protocols.
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The results obtained in this paper will serve as a reference point for future work. In particular, they will help in

the design of randomized agreement protocols specifically tailored for wireless networks, where the characteristics

of these environments should be used to the advantage of the protocols to themaximum possible extent.
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